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2 author / short titleAbout point 1: recently, some authors have used the �rst idea ([De Giacomo, Massacci 1996],[Massacci 1994]). Their approach is intimely mixed with another feature: the so calledsingle-step rules. Such rules allow to propagate formulas only from one node to one of itssuccessors or predecessor in the tree. We claim that this desideratum is unnecessarily re-strictive. Rather, we de�ne here \pattern-driven rules" (even though they are very oftensingle-step rules): rules apply if some elementary pattern in the mathematical structure hasbeen matched.The second point, to our knowledge, has never been identi�ed before. We will show thatwhile trees are a good basis for many usual modal logics, they fail to support conuentrelations for example. We argue in this paper that rooted directed acyclic graphs (rdag forshort), which are dags having a distinguished node called the root, are better suited. Theyallow to naturally handle some properties that do not marry easily with tree structures (likeconuence, density), while other properties (like transitivity, symmetry, . . . ) can still behandled by the propagation of formulas.This leads us to identify two kinds of tableaux rules:1. propagation rules2. structural rules.The former are formulated as \if in some node of such pattern there is such formula, thenpropagate such formula (the same or another one)", while the latter are \if there is suchpattern then add some new node(s) and edge(s)".They respectively correspond to two di�erent families of axioms (relational properties):� Propagation rules correspond to axioms T, 4, B and 5 (properties of reexivity, tran-sitivity, symmetry and euclideanity, respectively);� Structural rules correspond to axioms D, De and C (respectively properties of seriality,density and conuence).What do we gain by this new perspective? It holds in a few words: simplicity, naturalityand modularity, both in the de�nition of a tableau calculus for a given system and in itscorrectness proof. First, for the classical connectives as well as for 3, rules and correctnessproof are common to all systems. There only remains the case of structural rules, and ofpropagation rules for 2 that are treated in a really simple, natural and modular way.Generally speaking, a tableau is a structure (usually a tree, in our case it will be an rdag)whose nodes are labelled by sets of formulas. The completeness proof of a tableau methodis in two main steps: the construction of a model from this structure, and the veri�cationthat this model satis�es the formulas of the nodes (the so-called Fundamental Lemma).The �rst step is usually done by adding new arrows to the structure, according to theparticular property of the accessibility relation of the logic under concern. For example, forthe system S4 the accessibility relation is reexive and transitive. Hence, given a tree (theunderlying structure for S4), we must close it under reexivity and transitivity in order tomake an S4-model of it. In other terms, we must characterize when two nodes are relatedin the resulting closure. Then we can say that for a given node x another node y will beaccessible from x if there is an n � 0 and x0; : : : ; xi; xi+1; : : : ; xn such that x0 is x, xn is yand xi+1 is a child of xi in the original tree. From this characterization of the closure ofthe initial tree under the additional properties of the logic under concern, we can \read o�"the rules to be designed. Thus the rules will ensure the correct propagation of formulas, theproof being very easy1. This gives naturality and simplicity. In addition, the rules that wehave obtained �t closely to the intuition.Modularity is achieved since we obtain tableaux calculi whose completeness proofs are neatlyseparated into three components:1The correctness proof mainly consists in results of relational calculus.



author / short title 31. a �rst relation calculus part stated in the Relational Closure Lemma (lemma 4.1) wherethe properties of the closure of an rdag under some relational properties are expressedin terms of the initial rdag,2. a second relation calculus part stated in the Structural Lemma (lemma 4.3) where wecheck that the closure of an rdag under some relational properties preserves some ofits initial features (e.g. the transitive closure of a conuent rdag yields a conuentrelation, but not necessarily an rdag),3. a \Box" part stated in the Box Lemma (lemma 7.1) where we check that whenever xand y are related in the closure, and 2A 2 x then the set of associated rules ensuresthat A was transported into y.The rest of the completeness proof is completely factorized. We also present a soundnessresult for the tableaux calculi we de�ne.Last, but not least, all our tableaux calculi verify the subformula property: only subformulasof the initial formula are propagated. Thus the usual argument of �niteness can be appliedand provides a decidability result.We assume that the reader is familiar with modal logic, Kripke semantics and tableaumethods for modal logics as presented e.g. in [de Swart 1980], [Fitting 1983], [Fitting 1993].2. Modal logics and relational propertiesAmodal logic can be speci�ed syntactically or semantically. We recall what the links betweenthese presentations are.The modal logics we consider are all obtained by extending the basic modal logic K byone or several of the well-known axioms T, B, 4, 5, D, De (axiom of density: 3p ! 33p)and C (axiom of conuence: 32p ! 23p). Thus KDC4 denotes the modal logic obtainedby adding the axioms D, C and 4 to the basic system K.With each of these axioms can be associated a relational property of the accessibilityrelation of the Kripke models:Axiom Property NotationT = 2p! p reexivity Ref4 = 2p! 22p transitivity TrB = 32p! p symmetry Sym5 = 32p! 2p euclideanity EuclGroup 1: Properties handled by propagation rulesAxiom Property NotationD = 2p! 3p seriality SerDe = 3p! 33p density DensC = 32p! 23p conuence ConfGroup 2: Properties handled by structural rulesAs a consequence of Sahlqvist's theorem [Sahlqvist 1975], a system based on K plusany combination of these axioms is characterized by the Kripke models whose accessibil-ity relation satis�es the corresponding properties. Thus, KD4 is characterized by Kripke



4 author / short titlemodels where the accessibility relation is both serial and transitive; for KT5 reexivity andeuclideanity are required (and, as a consequence, transitivity, seriality and symmetry).From now on we will indistinctly denote a modal system by KA1. . . An, where each Aibelongs to group 1 or 2, or by a set � of its accessibility relation properties; we will write � =�1[�2 where �1 is a maximal subset of properties of group 1 (maximal here means \includingall those of group 1 which are a consequence of it": thus, symmetry and transitivity implyeuclideanity: any set �1 that contain Sym and Tr must also contains Eucl ), and �2 is asubset of properties of group 2. E.g. KCD4 will be denoted by fSer ;Tr ;Conf g, KDeB4 byfSym ;Tr ;Eucl ;Dens g (since euclideanity is a consequence of transitivity and symmetry).De�nition 1. Given a set � of relational properties among group 1 and 2, a �-model isa Kripke model whose accessibility relation satis�es �. A formula is �-satis�able i� it issatis�able in a �-model. It is �-valid i� it is valid in the class of all �-models, this will bedenoted j=� A. Thus A is a theorem of a system denoted by a set � of properties i� it is�-valid.We note that Relational calculus has been used as a base for proof procedures in non-classical logis in a comprehensive way in [Orlowska 1997] and [Demri, Orlowska].3. Preliminaries and notationsThe tableau method we are going to present is based on rdag (rooted directed acyclicgraphs) having additional properties; let � be the set of these additional properties, wede�ne:De�nition 2. A labelled �-rdag is a triple (N ;�;for) where:� (N ;�) is a directed acyclic graph (dag), i.e. a directed graph that contains no cycle,with a distinguished node called the root that can access every other node in thetransitive closure of �,� (N ;�) satis�es all the properties of �,� for is a function that associates additional information with each of the nodes: if xis a node, for(x) is a set of formulas.By abuse of notation and for the sake of notational economy, we will make no distinctionbetween the nodes and their associated sets of formulas; thus we will write A 2 x insteadof A 2 for(x). Also by abuse of notation, we will sometimes denote a �-rdag (N ;�) bythe binary relation �. Thus we will make no distinction between labelled structures andstructures.This notion also extend to graphs:De�nition 3. An rgraph is a graph that has a root, and a �-rgraph is a rgraph thatsatis�es all properties of �.As usual, �(x) will denote the set of nodes accessible from x by �: �(x) = fy 2 N : (x; y) 2�g. Also, �n will denote the pairs (x; y) such that there is a path of length n between x andy. The diagonal relation: f(x; x):x 2 Ng will be denoted by I and also by �0.For the sake of clarity, we will use diagrammatic representation for rdag. The �gure belowgives the intended meaning of those diagrammatic representations in which the edges areimplicitely left-to-right directed2:rS denotes a node SS0 r S1r denotes (S0; S1) 2 �2Note that rdag are of course antisymmetrical.



author / short title 5S0 r��PPr rS1 S2 denotes (S0; S1); (S0; S2); (S1; S2) 2 �S0 r��PPrrS1S2 denotes (S0; S1); (S0; S2) 2 �S0 r��PPrrS1S2PP��rS3 denotes (S0; S1); (S0; S2); (S1; S3); (S2; S3) 2 �The last two diagrams do not involve any order between S1 and S2, e.g. S0 r��PPrrS1S2 canbe represented as well by S0 r��PPrrS2S14. Closure of rgraphWe de�ne the following closure operation on rgraph:De�nition 4. Let � be an rgraph over a set N and � a set of relational properties ofgroup 1; the �-closure of � (denoted by ��) is the least rgraph that contains � and whichsatis�es every property of �.This �-closure always exists if the properties are among fRef ;Tr ; Sym ;Eucl g. A veryimportant point is that for properties of group 1, the closure can be expressed in terms ofthe initial rgraph. E.g. the transitive closure of an rgraph � is de�ned by: (x; y) 2 �Tri� 9n � 1 such that (x; y) 2 �n (c.f. def 9). Note that we do not consider here propertiesof group 2: it makes no sense to talk about closure under a property of group 2. This is thereason why they are handled in a di�erent way: no propagation rule can simulate them.Lemma 4.1. (Relational Closure Lemma)Let � be an rdag over a set N of nodes:� (x; y) 2 �Ref i� (x; y) 2 � or x = y.� (x; y) 2 �Sym i� (x; y) 2 � or (y; x) 2 �.� (x; y) 2 �Tr i� 9n � 1 such that (x; y) 2 �n.� (x; y) 2 �Eucl i� (x; y) 2 � or 9u 2 N 9n � 1 9m � 1 such that (u; x) 2 �n and(u; y) 2 �m.� (x; y) 2 �Ref;Sym i� (x; y) 2 � or x = y or (y; x) 2 �.� (x; y) 2 �Ref;Tr i� 9n � 0 such that (x; y) 2 �n.� (x; y) 2 �Ref;Eucl i� 9n � 0 9x0 = x; : : : xi; xi+1; : : : ; xn = y : (xi; xi+1) 2 � or(xi+1; xi) 2 �.� (x; y) 2 �Sym;Tr i� 9n � 1 9x0 = x; : : : xi; xi+1; : : : ; xn : (xi; xi+1) 2 � or (xi+1; xi) 2 �.� (x; y) 2 �Tr;Eucl i� 9u 2 N 9n � 0 9m � 1 such that (u; x) 2 �n and (u; y) 2 �m.Proof:Straightforward consequence of the lemmas 9.1 and 9.3 of the appendix.Lemma 4.2. The remaining cases are reducible to those of the previous lemma:� �Sym;Eucl = �Sym;Tr;Eucl = �Sym;Tr



6 author / short title� �Ref;Sym;Tr = �Ref;Tr;Eucl = �Ref;Sym;Eucl = �Ref;Sym;Tr;Eucl = �Ref;Eucl.Proof:Straightforward.The above lemma will be a powerful tool for proving completeness: it will allow tode�ne a model for a formula from an open tableau. But this is not the whole story. As wepreviously said, some properties are handled structurally; roughly speaking seriality, densityand conuence are treated by the underlying \kind" of rdag of the tableaux. When in thecompleteness proof we must close the rdag under one or several properties of group 1 (notethat after this closure operation, the initial rdag is no longer an rdag but an rgraph),we must also check that its structural properties are preserved after this closure (i.e. thatit is still of the same \kind"). E.g. we must prove that the transitive closure of a conuentrdag is still conuent. This is the aim of the lemma below:Lemma 4.3. (Structural Lemma) Let �2 be a subset of group 2, �1 a subset of group 1and let � be a �2-rgraph over a set N of nodes. Then ��1 is also a �2-rgraph and henceis a (�1 [ �2)-rgraph.Proof:See appendix II.5. Rewriting rdagUsually, tableaux calculi consist in rewriting a structure by using some appropriate set ofrewriting rules (or simply rules). But before presenting our rules, we want to propose somevisual conventions. The rules we will use will all be of one of the following forms (theintended meaning is given below the rule); as usual, S;A denotes S [ fAg:rS =) rS;Arewrite the node S into the node S [ fAg, i.e. add the formula A to the node S,rS =) S r S1radd the new node S1 to the successors of the node S,S0 r S1r =) S0; A r S1;Bradd the formula A to the node S0 and B to S1,S0 r S1r r S2 =) S0; A r S1;Br r S2;Cadd the formula A to S0, B to S1 and C to S2,S0 r��PPrrS1S2 =) S0; A r��PPrrS1; BS2; Cadd the formula A to S0, B to S1 and C to S2.S0 r��PPrrS1S2 =) S0 r��PPrrS1S2PP��rS3add the new node S3 as a common successor of the node S1 and S2,S0 r S1r =) S0 r��PPr rS2 S1add the new node S2 between S0 and S1.This presentation allows to implicitly take into account constraints on the applicability ofrules: e.g. a rule such asS0 r S1;2Ar r S2 =) S0 r S1;2Ar r S2;2A reads \add 2A to any successor of S1 if S1 has apredecessor and contains 2A".



author / short title 76. RulesHere are the rules we need:� Classical and 3 rules:{ Rule ?: rA,:A,S =) rA;:A;?; S{ Rule :: r::A;S =) r::A;A; S{ Rule ^: rA ^B;S =) rA ^B;A;B;S{ Rule _: r:(A ^B); S =) r:(A ^B);C; Swhere C is one among :A and :B{ Rule 3: r3A; S =) 3A;S r Ar� Propagation rules:{ Rule K: 2A; S r S1r =) 2A; S r A; S1r{ Rule T : r2A; S =) r2A; A; S{ Rule 4: S;2A r S1r =) S;2A r S1;2Ar{ Rule B: S r S1;2Ar =) S;A r S1;2Ar{ Rule 5!: S r��PPrrS1;2AS2 =) S r��PPrrS1;2AS2;2A{ Rule 5": S r S1;2Ar =) S;2A r S1;2Ar{ Rule 5#: S r S1;2Ar r S2 =) S r S1;2Ar r S2;2A� Structural rules:{ Rule D: rS =) S r ;r{ Rule C0: S0 r��PPrrS1S2 =) S0 r��PPrrS1S2PP��r;{ Rule C1: S r S1r =) S r S1r r ;{ Rule De: S0 r S1r =) S0 r��PPr r; S1



8 author / short titleTableau rulesIn order to de�ne a tableau calculus for a system denoted by �1 [ �2, we must associatea set of rules with it. All the tableaux calculi we are going to de�ne contain: the classicalrules and the rule 3 plus the rule K (as these rules are common to all tableaux calculi, wewill henceforth omit them) plus none or some structural and propagation rules.A tableau calculus for a system denoted by (�1 [ �2) is obtained by taking (in additionto classical, 3 and K rules) the rules corresponding to properties of (�1 [ �2); this corre-spondance is given in the �gure below.Properties RulesGroup 1 Ref T PropagationSym B RulesTr 4Eucl 5" 5# 5!Group 2 Ser D StructuralDens De RulesConf C0 C1De�nition 5. A (�1 [ �2)-tableau for a formulaA is the limit of a sequence �0; : : : ;�i;�i+1; : : :where:� �0 is an rdag consisting of only one node whose associated set of formulas is fAg,� �i+1 is obtained from �i by applying either a classical rule, or the 3 rule, or the ruleK, or a rule of (�1 [ �2)� and in which every applicable rule has been applied.De�nition 6. A tableau is closed if some node in it contains ?; it is open otherwise. Aformula is �1 [ �2-closed i� all its (�1 [ �2)-tableaux are closed 3.7. CompletenessIn this section we prove the completeness of our tableaux calculi4. We show how, from agiven open (�1 [ �2)-tableau for A we can construct a (�1 [ �2)-model for A.Let � be an open (�1 [ �2)-tableau for A. � is a �2-rdag where � = (N ;�;for) withroot r, since structural rules corresponding to �2 ensure that � satis�es �2.Now let � = (W;R; � ) be the Kripke model de�ned as follows:De�nition 7.� W = N� R is the �1-closure of �, i.e. R = ��1� for all w 2 W , w 2 � (p) i� p 2 w (in fact i� p 2 For(w)).By construction, � satis�es properties of �1 and, by the Structural Lemma (lemma 4.3),it also satis�es the properties of �2; hence it is a (�1 [ �2)-model. What remains is to provethat it satis�es the formula A. We �rst establish the following important lemma:3Due to the rule _, a formula may have several distinct tableaux.4We make the usual assumption of fairness.



author / short title 9Lemma 7.1. (Box Lemma) Let � = (N ;�;for) be a (�1 [ �2)-tableau with root r. Letx; y be such that (x; y) 2 ��1 and 2A 2 x; then A 2 y.Proof:There are nine cases, according to �1; we only prove the lemma for some of the most complexcases (all involving euclideanity):� �1 = fEuclg: if (x; y) 2 ��1 then by the Relational Closure lemma, we have either(x; y) 2 � and then A 2 y (by rule K), or 9u 9n � 1 9m � 1 such that (u; x) 2 �nand (u; y) 2 �m from. Hence{ 9x0 = x; : : : ; xi; xi+1; : : : ; xn = u: (xi+1; xi) 2 �; then 2A 2 xi for 0 � i � n (byrule 5" n times), in particular: 2A 2 xn�1 and 2A 2 xn = u.{ 9y0 = u; : : : ; yi; yi+1; : : : ; ym = y: (yi; yi+1) 2 �; hence 2A 2 y1 (by rule 5! since2A 2 xn�1) from which we get 2A 2 yi for 1 � i � m (by rule 5# m� 1 times)and since 2A 2 xn = u = y0 it comes: 2A 2 yi for 0 � i � m. Hence A 2 yi for1 � i � m (by rule K), in particular A 2 y.� �1 = fTr;Euclg: if (x; y) 2 ��1 then by the Relational Closure lemma, we have9u 2 N 9n � 0 9m � 1 such that (u; x) 2 �n and (u; y) 2 �m. This implies that:{ 9n � 0 9x0 = x; : : : ; xi; xi+1; : : : ; xn = u: (xi+1; xi) 2 �; then 2A 2 x0 implies2A 2 u (by rule 5", n times){ 9m � 0 9y0 = u; : : : ; yi; yi+1; : : : ; ym+1 = y: (xi; xi+1) 2 �; hence 2A 2 u implies2A 2 ym (by rule 4, m times) and A 2 y (by rule K).� �1 = fSym;Tr;Euclg: if (x; y) 2 ��1 then by the Relational Closure lemma, we have9n � 1 9x0 = x; : : : ; xi; xi+1; : : : ; xn = y: (xi; xi+1) 2 � or (xi+1; xi) 2 �; but 2A 2 x0and 2A 2 xi ) 2A 2 xi+1 (by rule 4 or 5", according to whether (xi; xi+1) 2 � or(xi+1; xi) 2 �). Thus 2A 2 xi for 0 � i � n and hence A 2 xi for 0 � i � n + 1 (byrule K or B). Thus A 2 y.The following fundamental lemma brings us to the desired conclusion:Lemma 7.2. (Fundamental Lemma) Let � be an open (�1 [ �2)-tableau for A, let � bethe (�1 [ �2)-model de�ned as in de�nition 7 w.r.t. � and let B 2 Subformulas(A) then:(i) if B 2 x then �; x j= B.Proof:(By induction on the structure of B: W.l.o.g we can suppose that B is written with only :,^, ? and 2).Induction initialization: let B be an atom; then (i) holds by de�nition of � .Induction step5:� B cannot be ?, otherwise x would be closed.� Let B be ::C.::C 2 x) C 2 x (by rule :)) �; x j= C (by IH)) �; x j= ::C.5In this proof, when we say \by rule R" we mean \by rule R and by the fairness assumption that rule Rhas been applied".



10 author / short title� Let B be (C ^D).(C ^D) 2 x) C 2 x and D 2 x (by rule ^)) �; x j= C and �; x j= D (by IH)) �; x j= (C ^D).� Let B be :(C ^D).:(C ^D) 2 x) :C 2 x or :D 2 x (by rule _)) �; x j= :C or �; x j= :D (by IH)) �; x j= :(C ^D).� Let B be :2C:2C 2 x) there exists y such that (x; y) 2 � and :C 2 y (by rule 3)) there exists y such that (x; y) 2 R, and �; y j= :C (by IH and de�nition of R)) �; x j= :2C.� Let B be 2C and suppose (x; y) 2 R; then by the Box Lemma (7.1), C 2 y. Then byIH, it comes �; y j= C. Hence, �; x j= 2C.As a direct consequence of the previous lemma, we have:Corollary 7.1. If A has a fair open (�1 [ �2)-tableau then A is (�1 [ �2)-satis�able. Henceour tableaux calculi are complete under the fairness assumption.8. SoundnessIn this section, we prove the soundness of our tableaux calculi: if a formula A is (�1 [ �2)-closed then A is (�1 [ �2)-unsatis�able. The technique we use for proving the soundness ofour tableaux is simple. We prove that all rules preserve the \satis�ability" of the patterninvolved in its application. In our sense, a pattern is (�1 [ �2)-satis�able i� there exists a(�1 [ �2)-model that contains it and satis�es its formulas. We formally develop this below.De�nition 8. Let � = (N ;�;for) be a labelled (�1 [ �2)-rgraph and � = (W;R; � ) be a(�1 [ �2)-model; let h be a function such that h(N ) � W and 8n1; n2 2 N : (n1; n2) 2 � )(h(n1); h(n2)) 2 R.� h is called an embedding from � to � (or h matches � to �);� � satis�es � via h i� 8n 2 N :A 2 for(n)) �; h(n) j= A;� � satis�es � i� there exists an embedding h from � to � such that � satis�es � via h.Lemma 8.1. Let � =) �0 be a rule of some set � (resp. � =) �0 or �00 for rule _); thenif some �-model � satis�es � then it satis�es �0 (resp. then it satis�es �0 or �00).Proof:If we suppose that � satis�es � via some embedding h we just have to exhibit an embeddingh0 such that � satis�es �0 via h0 (resp. such that � satis�es �0 or �00 via h0). This is doneby analysing every rule. We only do it for the 3 rule, for one structural rule and for onepropagation rule. For classical rules, it is immediate: just take h0 = h.



author / short title 11� Rule 3 : � = (N = fn0g;� = ;;for = f(n0;3A)g) rewrites into �0 = (N [fn1g;�[f(n0; n1)g;for [ f(n1; A)g).If � satis�es � via h then �; h(n0) j= 3A, hence 9y 2 R(h(n0)):�; y j= A; let y1be such a y, and de�ne h0(n1) = y1 and h0(n0) = h(n0). � satis�es �0 via h0, since(h0(n0); h0(n1)) 2 R and �; h0(n1) j= A.� Rule De: � = (N = fn0; n1g;� = f(n0; n1)g;for = f(n0; S0); (n1; S1)g) rewrites into�0 = (N [ fn2g;� [ f(n0; n2); (n2; n1)g;for [ f(n2; ;)g).If � satis�es � via h then (h(n0); h(n1)) 2 R, and since R is dense 9z: (h(n0); z) 2 Rand (z; h(n1)) 2 R. Let z2 be such a z and de�ne h0(n2) = z2 and h0(n) = h(n) forn 6= n2. � satis�es �0 via h0, since (h0(n0); h0(n2)) 2 R and (h0(n2); h0(n1)) 2 R, andFor(n2) = ;.For propagation rules, we just have to prove that we are done by taking h0 = h.� Rule 5!: � = (N = fn0; n1; n2g;� = f(n0; n1); (n0; n2)g;for = f(n0; S0);(n1; S1 [ f2Ag); (n2; S2)g) rewrites into �0 = (N ;�;for [ f(n2;2A)g).If � satis�es � via h then �; h(n1) j= 2A;Also, since R is euclidean, we have:�; h(n0) j= 2(2A! 22A) (valid formula of euclidean models)) �; h(n1) j= 2A! 22A (since (h(n0); h(n1) 2 R)) �; h(n1) j= 22A (since �; h(n1) j= 2A)) �; h(n0) j= 322A (since h(n0); h(n1) 2 R)) �; h(n0) j= 22A (322A! 22A is valid in euclidean models)) �; h(n2) j= 2A (since (h(n0); h(n2)) 2 R).Corollary 8.1. If A is (�1 [ �2)-satis�able then it has an open (�1 [ �2)-tableau. Hence ourtableaux calculi are sound.Proof:If A is (�1 [ �2)-satis�able by some world x of some (�1 [ �2)-model �, then its startinglabelled rgraph: (fn0g; ;; f(n0; A)g) is satis�ed by � (via the embedding h:n0 7! x). Hence,at least one of its (�1 [ �2)-tableaux must be open since no closed tableau is satis�able by�.9. Concluding remarksDecidability and Termination All rules we use only propagate subformulas of the initialformula. Thus only �nitely many distinct nodes can be generated, therefore there is a �nitemodel if the formula is satis�able. Hence all the logics we have considered are decidable. Fortermination of the tableau calculi, the usual argument as for S4 (cf. [Fitting 1983]) applieswith the help of a loop-test (which consists in blocking the development of nodes already inthe rgraph), the problem being to e�ciently implement it.Extensions to other properties Our work extends easily to other properties of group 1(almost-reexivity: 8x(9u: (u; x) 2 R) (x; x) 2 R), almost-transitivity: 8x; y; z; u ((x; y) 2R ^ (y; z) 2 R ^ (z; u) 2 R) ) (y; u) 2 R, . . . ). First complete the Relational Closurelemma (4.1) and then check that the closure under this new property of a �2-rgraph is stilla �2-rgraph (Structural lemma). Then design one or several rules for this property e.g. foralmost-reexivity, the natural rule such as:S0 r S1;2Ar =) S0 r S1;2A; Ar(it is obviously sound). Then prove that this/these rule(s) allow(s) to correctly propagate



12 author / short titleformulas (Box lemma) with the help of the Relational Closure lemma.For new properties of group 2 (like 3-density: (x; y) 2 R ) 9u; v: (x; u) 2 R ^ (u; v) 2R ^ (v; y) 2 R), one must �rst de�ne the underlying structure (here 3-dense rgraph) andextend the Structural lemma (if possible). Then designing a corresponding sound structuralrule is straightforward, and completeness is for free.AcknowledgmentsWe thank here St�ephane Demri for his valuable comments.References[Catach 1989] Laurent Catach, Les logiques multi-modales Ph.D. thesis, Universit�e Paris VI,France, 1989[De Giacomo, Massacci 1996] G. De Giacomo, F. Massacci. Tableau and Algorithm forPropositional Dynamic Logic with Converse. In M. A. McRobbie, J. K. Slaney editor,Proc. CADE-13, LNAI 1104, Springer, 1996.[Demri, Orlowska] S. Demri, E. Orlowska. Every �nitely reductible logic has the �nite modelproperty with respect to the class of 3-formulae. Bulletin of the Section of Logic, to appearin Studia Logica.[de Swart 1980] H. C. M. de Swart. Gentzen-type systems for C, K and several extensionsof C and K; constructive completeness proofs and e�ective decision procedure for thesesystems. Logique et Analyse, 1980.[Fitting 1983] M. Fitting. Proof methods for modal and intuitionistic logics. D. Reidel,Dordrecht, 1983.[Fitting 1993] M. Fitting. Basic modal logic. In D. Gabbay et al., editor, Handbook of Logicin Arti�cial Intelligence and Logic Programming: Logical Foundations, vol. 1, OxfordUniversity Press, 1993.[Kripke 59] S. Kripke. A completeness theorem in modal logic. Journal of Symbolic Logic(24), 1959.[Kripke 63] S. Kripke. Semantical analysis of modal logic I: Normal modal propositionalcalculi. Zeitschrift f�ur Mathematische Logik und Grundlagen der Mathematik (9), 1963.[Massacci 1994] F. Massacci. Strongly analytic tableaux for normal modal logics. In AlanBundy editor, Proc. CADE-12, LNAI 814, Springer, 1994.[Orlowska 1997] E. Orlowska. Relational Formalization of Non-Classical Logics. In Brink,Kahl, Schmidt editor, Relational Methods in Computer Science, pp. 91-105, Springer-Verlag, 1997[Sahlqvist 1975] H. Sahlqvist. Completeness and correspondence in the �rst and second ordersemantics for modal logics. In S.Kanger editor, Proc. 3rd Scandinavian Logic Symposium1973, Studies in Logic 82 (1975), North-Holland, 1973



author / short title 13Appendix I: Some properties about binary relationsFrom now on, we will make use of relations (binary relations) and rooted relations insteadof graphs and rooted graphs. The set of all relations over a given set will be denoted by Rwhile that of rooted relations will be denoted by RR.De�nition 9. Let R be a relation over a set N : R(x) will denote the set of nodes acces-sible from x by R: R(x) = fy 2 N : (x; y) 2 Rg, R will denote its inverse, R+ will denoteits transitive closure and R� its transitive and reexive closure. Also, Rn will denote thepairs (x; y) such that there is a path of length n between x and y. The diagonal relation:f(x; x):x 2 Ng will be denoted by I and also by R0. The composition of two relations Rand S (which is de�ned as f(x; y):9z(x; z) 2 R and (z; y) 2 Sg will be denoted by (R�S).The total relation N 2 is denoted by U . The empty relation is denoted by O.Property 1. (About R) Let R, S and T 2 R, let � be a subset of group 1:1. R+ = Si�1Ri2. R = R3. R [ S = R [ S4. R�S = S�R5. Rn = Rn (for n � 0)6. R+ = R+7. R� = R�8. (R [ I)+ = R�9. (R [ S)�T = (R�T ) [ (S�T )10. T�(R [ S) = (T�R) [ (T�S)11. I+ = I� = I = I12. If R 6= O then R�R 6= O13. If R 6= O then U�R�U = U14. (Rn)+ � (R+)n (for n � 0)15. R � R� (growth)16. R � S ) R� � S� (monotonicity)17. If P 2 � then (R�)P = R� (idempotence); and of course: (R�)� = R�18. R is reexive i� I � R19. R is symmetrical i� R � R



14 author / short title20. R is transitive i� R2 � R21. R is euclidean i� (R�R) � R, or i� (R�R) � R22. R is dense i� R � R223. R is serial i� I � (R�R)24. R is conuent i� (R�R) � (R�R)25. R is rooted i� (R��R�) = U26. R is connected i� (R [ R)� = U , and rooted implies connected.Proof:All are well-known or obvious properties except maybe 14 for which it su�ces to prove that(R2)+ � (R+)2:(R+)2 = (Si�1Ri)2 = (Si�1Ri)�(Si�1Ri) = Si�1Sj�1(Ri�Rj)= Si�1 Sj�1(Ri+j) = Si�2(Ri),and, (R2)+ = Si�1R2i � Si�2(Ri).Property 2. (About RR) Let R 2 RR:1. Let � be a subset of group 1 then R� is also in RR.2. (R+�R+�R+�R+) = (R+�R+)3. If (R�R) � (R�R) then (R+�R+) � (R+�R+)4. (R��R+)+ = (R��R+)Proof:1. Trivial since the root r of R is still a root in R�.2. If R = O then 2 holds trivially, else we have:(R+�R+�R+�R+) = (R�R��R��R�R�R��R��R) = (R�U�R�R�U�R) = (R�U�R);(since R 6= O ) R�R 6= O) = (R+�R+)3. We show that (R�R) � (R�R)) 8k; l � 1: (Rk�Rl) � (Rl�Rk) by induction on k + l.Induction base:if k + l = 2, the property hold by hypothesis.Induction step:if k > 1 then (Rk�Rl) = (R�Rk�1�Rl) � (R�Rl�Rk�1)( by IH ) � (Rl�R�Rk�1)( by IH ) �(Rl�Rk).else if k = 1 and l > 1 then(Rk�Rl) = (Rk�R�Rl�1) � (R�Rk�Rl�1)( by IH ) � (R�Rl�1�Rk)( by IH ) � (Rl�Rk).4. It su�ces to show that (R��R+)2 = (R��R+):If R = O then it holds trivially, else we have: (R��R+)2 = (R��R��R)2 = (U�R)2 =(U�R�U�R) = (U�R) = (R��R+).



author / short title 15Appendix II: Properties of closure operationsLemma 4.1 (Relational Closure Lemma)This lemma stated at page 5 is a straightforward consequence of the lemmas 9.1 and 9.3below.Lemma 9.1. (Closure under one property) Let R 2 RR:1. RRef = R [ I2. RSym = R [R3. RTr = R+4. REucl = R [ (R+�R+)Proof:Only 4. is not obvious and well-known (it uses the fact that R has a root). We prove it byshowing:i) R [ (R+�R+) � REuclii) R [ (R+�R+) is euclideanand we will get the conclusion since REucl is the least superset of R being euclidean and, assuch, it contains any other euclidean superset of R.i) First we prove by induction on i+ j that 8i; j: (Ri�Rj) � (REucl�REucl).Induction base:i + j = 2, i.e. i = j = 1: (R�R) � (REucl�REucl) (since R � REucl and henceR � REucl).Induction step:if j > 1then (Ri�Rj) = (Ri�Rj�1�R) � (REucl�REucl�R) (by IH) � (REucl�R) � (REucl�REucl)(by growth).elseif j = 1 and i > 1then (Ri�Rj) = (R�Ri�1�Rj) � (R�REucl�REucl) (by IH) � (R�REucl) � (REucl�REucl).Now, since (R+�R+) = (Si�1Ri)�(Sj�1Rj) = Si;j�1(Ri�Rj)� Si;j�1(REucl�REucl) = (REucl�REucl) � REucl:we obtain R [ (R+�R+) � R [REucl � REucl.ii) We show that indeed R [ (R+�R+) is euclidean by using lemma 1:(R [ (R+�R+))�(R [ (R+�R+)) = (R [ (R+�R+))�(R [ (R+�R+))= (R [ (R+�R+))�(R [ (R+�R+)) = (R [ (R+�R+))�(R [ (R+�R+))= (R�R) [ (R�R+�R+) [ (R+�R+�R) [ (R+�R+�R+�R+)� (R+�R+) [ (R+�R+�R+�R+)(since (R�R), (R�R+�R+) and (R+�R+�R) � (R+�R+))� (R+�R+) (Abour RR: 2) � R [ (R+�R+).



16 author / short titleThanks to the previous lemma, we know how to compute the closure of an RR underone property of group 1, but how to do it for several properties ? The following lemma willprovide us with a tool for this computation. It states that if some �x-point is reached byperforming alternatively the closures under each of the properties of some subset � of group1, then this �x-point is the closure under �. Before, we recall that if � = fP1; : : : ; Png is aset of properties, a relation S is said to be the �-closure of some relation R (i.e. S = R�) ifand only if S is the least relation containing R and closed under each Pi.Lemma 9.2. Let � = fP1; : : : ; Png be a subset of group 1, and R 2 RR. Let R0 = R andRi+1 = (: : : (RP1i ) : : :)Pn ; then if there exists m such that Rm+1 = Rm then Rm = R�.Proof:We have by growth: Rm � RP1m � (RP1m )P2 � : : : � (: : : ((RP1m )P2) : : :)Pn = Rm+1. Now, sinceRm = Rm+1 it comes: Rm = RPim , for 1 � i � n (otherwise growth would be falsi�ed) andthus Rm is closed under each Pi (1 � i � n). Hence Rm is closed under �. To conclude,take note that R� is the least superset of R closed under � and as such is contained in Rmwhich, in its turn, is contained in R� since R0 � R� (by growth) and Ri � R� ) Ri+1 �(: : : (((R�)P1)P2) : : :)Pn = R� (by idempotence).Lemma 9.3. (Closure under several properties) Let R be any RR:1. RRef;Sym = R [R [ I2. RRef;Tr = (R [ I)+3. RRef;Sym;Tr = (R [R [ I)+4. RSym;Tr = (R [R)+5. RTr;Eucl = (R��R+)Due to lemma 4.2, the other cases reduce to one of the previous.Proof:We indicate a closure by some property � by �=) :1. Case of RRef;Sym: R Ref=)R[ I Sym=)R[ I [R [ I = R[R[ I Ref=)R[R[ I. A �x-pointhas been obtained.2. Case of RRef;Tr: R Ref=)R [ I Tr=) = (R [ I)+ Ref=) (R [ I)+ [ I = (R [ I)+ = R�.3. Case of RRef;Sym;Tr: R Ref=) cf. case 1 Sym=)R [R [ I Tr=) (R [ R [ I)+Ref=) (R [R [ I)+ [ I = (R [R [ I)+ = (R [R)� = U Sym=)U [ U = U = (R��R�).4. Case of RSym;Tr: R Sym=) (R [R) Tr=) (R [R)+ Sym=) (R [R)+ [ (R [R)+= (R [ R)+ [ (R [R)+ = (R [R)+ [ (R [R)+ = (R [R)+.5. Case ofRTr;Eucl: R Tr=)R+ Eucl=) = R+[((R+)+�(R+)+) = R+[(R+�R+) = (R��R+) Tr=)(R��R+)+ = (R��R+) (About RR: 4).We need to prove now the stability of group 2 with respect to closure under severalproperties of group 1. We �rst prove the following lemma concerning this stability withrespect to closure under one property of group 1, and then (lemma 4.3) shows that the sameholds for several properties.



author / short title 17Lemma 9.4. Let �2 be a subset of group 2, �1 a property of group 1, let R 2 RR satisfying�2 then R�1 is in RR and satis�es �2; hence it satis�es �1 [ �2.Proof:The proof is case-based:Case �2 = Ser : Immediate since R � R�1 (by monotonicity).Case �2 = Dens : we must show that R�1 � (R�1)2:{ If �1 = Ref : Trivial since reexivity implies density;{ If �1 = Sym :(R�1)2 = R2 [ (R�R) [ (R�R) [R2 � R2 [R2 � R [ R,hence (R�1)2 � R [R = R�1 ;{ If �1 = Tr :(R�1)2 = (R+)2 � (R2)+ (About R: 14) � R+ = R�1 ;{ If �1 = Eucl : Trivial since euclideanity implies density;Case �2 = Conf : we must show that (R�1�R�1) � (R�1�R�1):{ If �1 = Ref :(R�1�R�1) = ((R [ I)�(R [ I)) = (R [ I)�(R [ I) = (R�R) [ R [ R [ I� (R�R) [R [R [ I (since R is conuent)On the other hand, (R�1�R�1) = (R�R) [R [ R [ Ihence (R�1�R�1) � (R�1�R�1);{ If �1 = Sym : Trivial since symmetry implies conuence;{ If �1 = Tr :(R�1�R�1) = (R+�R+) � (R+�R+) (About RR: 3) = (R�1�R�1){ If �1 = Eucl : Trivial since euclideanity implies conuence.Lemma 4.3 (Structural Lemma)Let �2 be a subset of group 2, �1 a subset of group 1, let R 2 RR satisfying �2 then R�1 isin RR and satis�es �2; hence it satis�es �1 [ �2.Proof:If �1 is empty it is trivial. Now suppose (IH1): the lemma is true for some �1; let P be aproperty of group 1; we must prove (C): the lemma holds for �1 [ fPg. But R�1[fPg is the�xpoint of the sequence (((:::((R�1)P )�1)P :::)�1)P that will be denoted by ((R�1)P )n timeswhere n is the number of closure operations to be done before to reach the �xpoint. Ifn = 0 we trivially have (C). Now suppose (IH2): (C) holds for N , we must prove thatit holds for N + 1. We have: ((R�1)P )N+1 times = ((((R�1)P )N times )�1)P . By (IH2),((R�1)P )N times satis�es �2, then by (IH1) (((R�1)P )N times )�1 also satis�es �2 and bylemma 9.4 ((((R�1)P )N times )�1)P = ((R�1)P )N+1 times satis�es �2 too.


